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A B S T R A C T   

In the search of new materials for the future generation of Li-ion batteries, a look into the past has brought the 
multicationic oxide Rb2TiNb6O18 to the foreground. Structural characterization of this material has been carried 
out thanks to the combination of XRD, SEM and HRTEM highlighting the complex structure of this material. Ion 
exchange was performed in order to replace the rubidium ions by hydrated protons. Then, a comparative study of 
Rb2TiNb6O18 and the obtained proton exchanged analogues H2TiNb6O18 when used as negative electrode ma-
terials is depicted in terms of both structure and electrochemical behavior. Interestingly, while only a negligible 
Li+ insertion is evidenced in the rubidium phase, the H2TiNb6O18 exhibits a much higher lithium intercalation 
between 1 V and 3 V vs Li/Li+. A specific capacity of 118 mAh.g− 1 is reported when cycled at 0.02 A.g− 1. A solid 
solution type mechanism has been revealed by in situ XRD experiments. Moreover, during the lithiation, the 
volume of the material increases by only 1% showing the interest of this type of phase to develop “zero-strain” 
materials.   

1. Introduction 

For a wider development of low-carbon mobility via electric cars, the 
synthesis of materials with the ability to charge quickly appears to be an 
essential point.[1–3] Graphite, the most commercially used negative 
electrode material, is not in line with this perspective. Despite a rela-
tively large theoretical specific capacity of 372 mAh⋅g− 1 for graphite 
based electrodes, the reduction of Li+ to Li0 can occur at a potential 
down to 0 V vs. Li/Li+ during the charging step of graphite at high 
current densities, leading to a metallic dendritic growth of metallic 
lithium on the surface of graphite, that could cause possible overheating 
and short circuits.[4,5] Additionally, the formation of a solid electrolyte 
interface (SEI) passivates the graphite surface, which slows down the 
transfer of Li+ to and from the electrolyte, also lowering the power ca-
pabilities of graphite. Therefore, for LIBs to compete in the world of fast 
charging electrochemical devices, alternative negative electrode mate-
rials have been proposed and investigated.[6–9] In fact, the extension of 
LIBs into high-power applications can only be achieved if the undesired 
side reactions of Li+ on the surface of the negative electrode are pre-
vented at high rates. A practical solution to this challenge has been to 
find redox-active materials where Li+ insertion occurs at a potential far 

away from the thermodynamic reduction of Li+ (i.e., E greater than 1.0 
V vs. Li/Li+) in order to avoid lithium plating but also SEI formation 
which decreases the power ability of electrodes and classically appears 
at a potential close to 0.8 V vs Li/Li+.[7,8,10,11] In this case, a classic 
example is T-Nb2O5 which show reversible Li+ intercalation between 
1.0 V and 2.0 V vs Li/Li+ with an extremely good capacity retention even 
at high rates over 20C[12,13]. 

In their extensive work on Nb-based polycationic materials, Raveau 
et al.[14–17] reported a different kind of tunneled Nb-based oxides 
showing pre-occupied cages. Large cationic species (i.e., K+, Rb+, Cs+, 
Tl+) are originally located within the cages of the material, stabilizing 
large interconnected hexagonal tunnels. Interestingly, remarkable 
cationic exchange behavior has been reported in some of these mate-
rials.[15,16] Consequently, the displacement of the original large alkali 
cations by smaller species (H+, Li+, …) can liberate part of the accessible 
volume within the hexagonal channels, without triggering any phase 
change in the material. 

Rb2Nb6TiO18, exhibits an interconnected bronze-like tunnel struc-
ture, as well as the presence of possible Nb5+ and Ti4+ active redox 
centers. In this case, no ionic exchange properties were previously re-
ported. In this work, for the first time, protonated substituted 
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Rb2Nb6TiO18 and consequent electrochemical characterization as LIB 
negative electrode material are reported. Both structural and electro-
chemical differences between Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18 are dis-
cussed in the following parts of this communication. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis of Rb2TiNb6O18 / H2TiNb6O18 

High-temperature solid state methods were used to synthesize 
Rb2TiNb6O18. Stoichiometric amounts of Nb2O5 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% 
metal basis), TiO2 and 10% excess Rb2CO3 (ACROS Organics 99%) were 
thoroughly mixed using an agate mortar and pestle. The powdered 
mixture was heated at 900 ◦C for 6 h followed by re-grinded and a final 
calcination at 1150 ◦C using a platinum crucible for 12 h. The phase 
purity of the resulting materials was checked by X-ray diffraction and Le 
Bail refinement. 

Protonated substituted phases were obtained by introducing the 
powder samples in 3 M HCl (Fisher bioreagent, analytical reagent grade) 
for 3 days upon stirring. Substitution was performed at 100 ◦C, by 
regularly add the 3 M HCl solution. Substitution amounts were esti-
mated by EDX by means of comparing experimental Nb/Rb ratios to the 
theoretical one of Rb2TiNb6O18. 

2.2. Characterization 

2.2.1. Powder X-ray diffraction 
Powder XRD data was collected using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro 

diffractometer with using a Cu source (Kα1 = 1.5406 Å, Kα2 = 1.5444 Å) 
and Kβ filter (Nickel) in the Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Data 
was collected from 10 to 90◦ 2θ. In situ electrochemical cycling XRD was 
obtained using a lab-produced cell, close to “Letiche cell” using a 
Beryllium window and by cycling the cell at 0.005 A.g− 1 with 30 min at 
open circuit voltage for XRD pattern collection.[18] All XRD were 
collected in ~ 0.008◦ 2θ steps. Structure refinement has been performed 
using FullProf Suite. Preliminary values of this refinement have been 
taken from the literature.14 

2.2.2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
TGA was performed using a TA 449 F3 Jupiter device. Samples 

(50–100 mg) were stabilized at 50 ◦C for 20 min followed by 3 ◦C.min− 1 

temperature ramp from 50 to 700 ◦C in argon-flow mode. 

2.2.3. SEM and TEM 
SEM micrographs were obtained at 20 kV using a Zeiss MERLIN In-

strument using in-Lens annular detector. Samples were prepared by 
dispersing a small fraction of the powder on a piece of conducting car-
bon tape. EDX was collected at 8.0 mm working distance using an X-Max 
50 mm2 OXFORD Instruments detector. TEM observations were per-
formed using a 200 kV JEOL F200 Cold FEG Transmission Electron 
Microscope, fitted with a ± 35◦ double tilt sample holder and a EDX 
JEOL centurion XL (Energy Dispersive X-ray detector). 

2.2.4. Electrochemistry 
Electrodes were prepared by thoroughly grinding active material, 

conducting carbon (Superior graphite) and polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PTFE) binder (Sigma-Aldrich, 60 wt% dispersion in H2O) in a 75:15:10 
wt ratio, with about 2 mL of ethanol, until a paste was obtained. The 
paste was rolled out to a thickness of ~ 150 μm using a glass cylinder. 
Electrodes were dried at 60 ◦C overnight before cutting them into 12 mm 
diameter disks using a manual electrode puncher. Resulting electrodes 
ranged between 5 and 10 mg⋅cm− 2, consistent with reasonable mass 
loading metrics.[19] Electrochemical experiments were performed 
using Swagelok cells in a 2-electrode configuration. Cells were mounted 
inside an Argon-filled glovebox (<0.1 ppm O2, H2O) using a single 
lithium (Li) electrode as both reference and counter (99.9%, Sigma 

Aldrich), glass fiber separator (Whatman) and 200 μL of 1 M LiPF6 in 
ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC) 1:1 v/v (Solvionic, 
99.9% purity, electrochemistry grade) as the electrolyte. 

All electrochemical studies were performed using a MPG2 BioLogic 
Potentiostat/Galvanostat controlled by EC-Lab Software. Cyclic vol-
tammetry (CV) were collected at 2 mV⋅s− 1. Galvanostatic cycling with 
potential limitation (GCPL) cycling was performed in series of 5 cycles at 
0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1.00 A⋅g− 1. The charge–discharge curves 
presented in the respective figures correspond always the third charge/ 
discharge curve out of the five. 

3. Results & discussion 

The crystallographic structure of Rb2TiNb6O18 is presented in Fig. 1. 
A. The material crystallizes in the hexagonal system, with a P 3 m1 space 
group. The structure is composed of two types of distorted (Nb/Ti)O6 
octahedra sharing corners and edges. More precisely, Rb2TiNb6O18 are 
formed by the intergrowth of (M6O15)n and (MO3)n layers which creates 
the 3D structure and cages. As previously reported20, Ti cations seem to 
be preferentially located in the (MO3) sites due to a lower distortion of 
these octahedra. Rb+ is located within large O21 cages (158.7 Å3) which 
is formed in the bronze-like hexagonal tunnels interconnected along 
[1 0 0], [0 1 0] and [1 1 0] directions. 

The purity of the phase was confirmed by Le Bail refinement shown 
in Fig. 1.B. Unit cell parameters were determined as a = 7.5323(5) Å and 
c = 8.2002(6) Å, showing a very small difference with the previously 
reported values. [14,20] A SEM micrograph in Fig. 1.C shows that large 
particles of ~ 10 um were obtained, as expected from the high- 
temperature conditions of the synthesis process. HR-TEM micrographs 
in Fig. 1.(D-E) reveal some differences between (110) and (101) planes. 
While large homogenous domains are observed on (110) plane, some 
defects are visible along (101). This observation might be a result of Ti 
deficiency located in the (MO3) sites, causing some irregularities in the 
stacking sequence of the layers and then local rearrangement of the 
structure. Nevertheless, the HRTEM images along with (110) and (101) 
planes highlight the presence of cages along these directions. 

The substitution of Rb+ ions by H+ ions, as described in the experi-
mental part, was checked by EDX. A ratio of 1 for 40 between Rb and Nb 
allows us to assume that a nearly complete substitution by protons is 
achieved. Meanwhile, a Nb/Ti ratio remains at a value close to 6, as 
expected, before and after proton exchange. Diffractograms of both 
Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18 are shown in Fig. 2.A. Interestingly, no 
phase change is observed and both materials get very close cell pa-
rameters. A small decrease from 7.5323(5) to 7.5126(5) Å for the a 
parameter and from 8.2002(6) to 8.1807(7) Å for the c parameter is 
observed. H2TiNb6O18 shows slightly smaller parameters because of the 
replacement of bulky Rb+ by a smaller cation. Nevertheless, as reported 
in some similar substitutions[15,16], the proton is inserted into the 
structure accompanied by a water molecule with no difference in terms 
of particle size nor cristallinity.[21–24] Subsequently, a TGA was per-
formed and the associated results are shown in Fig. 2.B. About 4% of the 
mass is lost between 50 ◦C and 700 ◦C which corresponds to 2 water 
molecules per cell unit, as observed in the literature [14–16]. Thus, we 
can conclude that during the ionic exchange, about one H2O molecule 
per proton is inserted in H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O 

To investigated the electrochemical activity of both Rb2TiNb6O18 
and H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O, CVs were performed at 2 mV⋅s− 1 between 3 V 
and 1 V vs Li/Li+. As shown in Fig. 3.A, Rb2TiNb6O18 shows a weak 
electrochemical signature within the investigated potential range, only a 
weak double layer capacitance is observed corresponding to a capacity 
of about 13 mAh.g− 1. In fact, due to the steric gene created by the 
presence of the bulky and not mobile Rb+ ions, no insertion of Li+ ions in 
the O21 cages are possible. In contrast to his Rb+ analogue, H2TiN-
b6O18⋅2H2O has a clear faradic electrochemical signature. A broad wave 
between 2.6 and 1.5 V vs. Li/Li+ probably arises from the combination of 
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several superimposed redox activities, such as the irreversible reduction 
of structural water, and the reduction of Nb and/or Ti upon Li+ inser-
tion. Similarly, a final wave below 1.3 V vs. Li/Li+ suggests a further 
reduction of the metal hosts at this lower potential. After 5 cycles, the 
remaining specific capacity is 100 mAh.g− 1 at 2 mV⋅s− 1. The reversible 
reduction of the Nb5+/Nb4+ and/or Ti4+/Ti3+ redox couples is most 
probably at the origin of the charge transfer observed in this material 
upon cycling, as described in the literature.[25] We can conclude from 
CV experiments that substitution of rubidium by protons give to this 
oxide the ability to significantly store more lithium ions into its 
structure. 

Based on the obvious differences in CV between Rb2TiNb6O18 and 
H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O, the rate capability of these two materials was 
investigated by GCPL cycling at increasing current densities. Results are 
shown in Fig. 3(C-D). As expected, the Li+ insertion in the O21 cages is 

very low for Rb2TiNb6O18 at every measured current density. Once 
again, in contrast, H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O presents a reversible specific ca-
pacity of 118 mAh.g− 1 at 0.02 A.g− 1, which corresponds to more than 
3.55Li+ inserted/unit cell. It is 4 times higher than the capacity observed 
for Rb2TiNb6O18 in the same conditions. H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O inserts its 
lithium ions between 1.8 V and 1.0 V with a linear slope. This “pseudo- 
capacitive like” signature can be linked to the presence of various 
insertion sites with different activation energies in the structure which 
allows a practically constant Li+ insertion rate between 1.8 and 1.0 V vs 
Li/Li+. Further study of the electrochemical behavior of the electrode is 
under progress. 

Nevertheless, when the current density is increased, the specific ca-
pacity of H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O sharply decreases. At 0.2 A.g− 1, a specific 
capacity of 32 mAh.g− 1 is observed which represented 27 % of the ca-
pacity at 0.02 A.g− 1. This relatively poor electrochemical behavior at 

Fig. 1. A. Crystal structure of 2x2 Rb2TiNb6O18 unit cell. (space group P 3 m1) B. Full pattern matching refinement of Rb2TiNb6O18. Rwp = 37.5 % / Chi2 = 13.6. C. 
SEM image of Rb2TiNb6O18. D. (110) plane of Rb2TiNb6O18 observed by TEM. E. (101) plane of Rb2TiNb6O18 observed by TEM. 
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high rate is probably due to the not favorable Li+ diffusion between 
cages which limited the capacity at high current but also due to the large 
particles size which increases the diffusion length. Calculation of b value 
from CV at different scan rates (from 0.1 mV.s− 1 to 20 mV.s− 1) reveals a 
value close to 0.5 which seems to indicate that a diffusion-controlled 
process is controlling the insertion of ions in this type of structure 
[4,26–28]. For this reason, the synthesis of nanoparticles via soft 
chemistry can be an option to lower the diffusion length and increase the 
capacity of this type of structure at a higher cycling rate. 

Fig. 4Ashows in situ XRD data collected during the first GCPL cycle of 
H2TiNb6O18⋅2H2O Note that the relative intensity of the peaks is 
different from that of the raw powder material, likely due to the pref-
erential alignment of the anisotropic particles during electrode assem-
bly. The absence of additional peak formation in Fig. 4.A. demonstrates 
that no phase change occurs upon electrode operation. Alternatively, a 
gradual shift of the peaks supports a solid solution mechanism, consis-
tent with the linear GCPL profile observed before [29,30]. Additionally, 
the relatively small shift of the peaks indicates small volume variations 

Fig. 2. A. X-ray diffraction patterns of Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18 indexed in P 3 m1 space group. B. TGA curves between 40 ◦C and 700 ◦C of H2TiNb6O18 
showing the number of structural water molecule (one water molecule per proton). 

Fig. 3. A-B. Cyclic Voltammetry at 2 mV.s− 1 of Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18 respectively. C-D. Charge and discharge curves at different current densities of 
Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18 respectively. 
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[30,31]. This shift arises from a gradual change in the distances between 
atoms due to changes in the oxidation state of Nb and/ or Ti. Addi-
tionally, a more scrupulous observation shows the shifting of (00 l) re-
flections, while others remain almost constant, indicating a preferential 
lithium insertion along [0 0 1] direction. 

Fig. 4B shows the unit cell evolution over the first discharge cycle. As 
calculated from Full Pattern Matching refinements, an initial pro-
nounced decrease in the a parameter is observed. This effect is coinci-
dent with the removal of H2O from the crystal structure at the beginning 
of the first reductive polarization. In fact, the water molecules have an 
influence on the stability of the structure as well as on electrostatic force 
of the protons with respect to the (TiNb6O18) skeleton. A hypothesis may 
be that the a parameter is modified to compensate the water molecule 
removal during the first cycle. After this initial change, no significant 
volume changes occur in the a parameter. Alternatively, a continuous 
increase in the c dimension over lithiation was determined, which is 
exemplified by the shifting behavior of the (003) reflection towards 
lower angles. Upon de-lithiation, a contraction in the c dimension is 
observed, while a stays relatively constant. Overall, the effect of volume 
expansion/contraction during the first cycle does not exceed 1%. 

4. Conclusion 

The motivation to find new negative electrode material for LIBs 
inspired the examination of unstudied structures previously reported in 
the literature. Here, Rb2Nb6TiO18 was selected as a potential candidate 
based on its hexagonal tunnel structure, as well as the high amount of 
edge sharing octahedra. The investigation by Le Bail refinement and 
TEM has allowed a clear description of the materials. Moreover, for the 
first time, cationic exchange of Rb2Nb6TiO18 with H3O+ was reported. 
Electrochemical measurements of Rb2Nb6TiO18 electrode show a weak 

electrochemical activity, while Li ion insertion is clearly depicted in the 
protonated phase H2Nb6TiO18⋅2H2O A specific capacity of 118 mAh.g− 1 

is reported at 0.02 A.g− 1 between 3 V and 1 V vs Li/Li+. This impressive 
difference between Rb2TiNb6O18 and H2TiNb6O18.2H2O capacity high-
lights the importance of the nature of the cations in the ability to insert 
alkali ions in this type of structure. In situ XRD measurement showed no 
phase changes, indicating a solid-solution charge storage mechanism. 
Additionally, H2Nb6TiO18.2H2O exhibits a minor volume expansion 
(1%) over Li+ insertion along (001). 
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